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Hawks hire ex-Lakers aide as assistant coach

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Darvin Ham, once a Hawks player and a Los Angeles Lakers assistant coach the past two seasons, has been hired as a
Hawks assistant coach, coach Mike Budenholzer said Saturday.

“Darvin has a great feel for the game and knows what it takes for a team to be successful and compete at a high level,”
Budenholzer said in a news release. “He was a smart player who played with intensity and toughness every night and he
has gone about coaching the same way.”

Ham previously was the coach of the New Mexico Thunderbirds of the NBA Development League in 2010-11 and an
assistant coach with the Thunderbirds from 2008-10. As a player, the eight-year veteran appeared in 417 career games (45
starts) with Denver, Indiana, Washington, Milwaukee, Detroit and the Hawks.
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Posted by Just-Joe at 1:28 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

My guess is that Atkinson steps in as player development coach (NVE's old spot) since that's what he did for the Knicks.
Ham and Snyder on the bench so far. Maybe two more coaches for the bench still to hire???

LD had Conner, Bender, Gattison, Weiss, and NVE (I think Atkinson actually worked for the front office, not as part of the
coaching staff).

Posted by GASports at 1:37 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris Broussard: Hawks add Darvin Ham as asst coach. Coincidence? No. Ham was on Lakers staff last season with D12.
Hawks tryin 2 be more appealing to D12 Twitter @Chris_Broussard 

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 1:47 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"if you came to agreement with CP3 and D12, yet they insisted on Josh being in the equation and not Al. Would any of you
consider a trade of Al for Gallinari and a future pick? "

If they came to an agreement with CP3 and D12, I would trade anyone and everyone necessary to make that happen. Al for
Gallinari is not a great trade -- Gallo is coming off an injury and is wildly inconsistent even when healthy -- but whatever it
takes to get CP3 and D12 here.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 1:48 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

I highly doubt that Ham, or any other coach, is going to be the deciding factor in determining where Dwight goes.

Posted by The-Truth at 1:58 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

PeachtreeHoops reported it this way: 

.http://www.peachtreehoops.com/2013/6/15/4433176/hawks-hire-darvin-ham-coaching-staff 

"Atlanta Hawks announce the hiring of Darvin Ham as an assistant coach" 

"There was no indication as to what Ham's role might be with the Hawks" 

Since this was never a question when the Quin Snyder assistant coach announcement was, I'm sure H-S will seize and
pounce. However, the subliminal message is obvious for the "realist" to see.

Posted by lgardner4 at 2:29 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Which lineup would best benefit the Hawks long-term:

1-CP3 OR 1- Teague
2- Jenkins 2- Iggy
3- Barnes 3- Smoove
4-Horford 4- Horford
5- Howard 5- Howard

The one consistent theme I have heard from Danny Ferry all offseason is that we have to get the basketball right. Does either
option get the basketball right for our franchise??

Posted by Moses99 at 2:43 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

"Outstanding Hire!"

Congratulations Coach Darwin Ham! Welcome to the Atlanta Hawk Organization. My hope moving forward is that the head
coach and GM fill this Roster with not only talented basketball players, but team oriented basketball players and players with
a high basketball IQ.

Having said all that, Josh Smith would be "ill-suited" for this basketball team going forward!
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 3:20 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Any option including both CP3 and Dwight beats any option not including both CP3 and Dwight.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 3:23 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

If the Heat proved anything, it is that finding quality role players to surround multiple superstars after gutting the roster to
acquire those superstars isn't nearly as hard as it seems. Quality role players will flock to play with CP3 and Dwight if they
actually team up.

Posted by -sting- at 3:43 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

didnt say what color he was. first criteria on this blog. parents color too? wife?

so friggen absurd.

Posted by nathanbabine

This comment has been removed for violation of the visitor agreement.

Posted by -Melvin- at 3:58 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

"So what if Dwight Howard leaves? Here’s one thing you won’t see: the Lakers helping him find his dream team, or trying to
salvage something for him, with a sign-and-trade. Barring a bonanza they don’t expect to be offered, insiders say the Lakers’
fallback position would be to bring back this team and bank the savings— almost $50 million in salary and luxury tax."

"However, the Rockets’s dream of a bigger haul—Howard and the Clippers’ Chris Paul—would depend on their ability to off-
load $16.8 million in salary gue Jeremy Lin and Omer Asik. The Lakers, however, have no intention of taking Lin and Asik, or
any two Rockets with the possible exception of James Harden and whomever."

I totally agree with the Lakers. I wouldn't dare assist another team to acquire Howard so he could be happy. Nor would I be
interested in acquiring average players such as Lin and Asik. And if Howard decline our offer to play in ATL next season then
he's not welcome in the Hawks organization at anytime going forward. If we are not good enough for him in his prime, then
don't come asking to play for your hometown team when you're at the end of your career.
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Posted by High-sider at 4:05 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

"Chris Broussard: Hawks add Darvin Ham as asst coach. Coincidence? No. Ham was on Lakers staff last season with D12.
Hawks tryin 2 be more appealing to D12 Twitter @Chris_Broussard" - Posted by GASports at 1:37 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013

So Ferry finally decides to hire a "brotha" for a "[semi-]white collar" position? (Pun is/was definitely intended, btw.) Too little
too late. It (the hiring of D. Ham) probably won't work as a "lure" to "reel in" Dwight Howard (for the Hawks). If D. Howard was
(truly) disgusted last year playing in a purple, gold and white uni, then I'm pretty sure he (wants) to "forget all things
(concerning the) Lakers." The hiring of Lionel Hollins as Hawks head coach would have been a better "lure to catch" Dwight
Howard than the hiring(s) of Darvin Ham as Hawks assistant coach and Mike Budenholzer as Hawks head coach . 

I'm not astute when it comes to the intricacies and legalities of NBA player trades, however, if Chris Paul and Dwight Howard
(seriously) want to become a "superstar tandem" next season, I wonder if the Clippers and the Lakers would consider the
following (sign-and-trade) trade scenario/proposal (if the trade is indeed possible):

Clippers get Dwight Howard + filler(s) and/or cash
Lakers get Blake Griffin and DeAndre Jordan

Unfortunately (for him), playing in the Staples Center would (without a doubt) still remind Dwight Howard of the [Los Angeles]
Lakers.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

""Outstanding Hire!"

Congratulations Coach Darwin Ham! Welcome to the Atlanta Hawk Organization. My hope moving forward is that the head
coach and GM fill this Roster with not only talented basketball players, but team oriented basketball players and players with
a high basketball IQ.

Having said all that, Josh Smith would be "ill-suited" for this basketball team going forward!" - Posted by Moses99 at 2:43
p.m. Jun. 15, 2013 

Really? Are you FREAKIN' serious? Other than Chris Paul committing to play for the Hawks or if Lionel Hollins had been
named Hawks head coach, Josh Smith is one of the Hawks' best "lures" (if not the only [lure]) to catch Dwight Howard (for
the Hawks).

Please let's not interject (high) basketball IQ into the discussion (ad nauseam). Oh, yeah, btw, I have a question for you
[Hawks] bloggers. Which is more nauseating and/or tiresome - High-sider interjecting race into the discussion or various
bloggers interjecting (high and low) basketball IQ into the discussion (on this Hawks blog)? Or is it a tie (between the two)?
[LMAO]

Posted by Just-Joe at 4:07 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

While the Celtic are clearing house, they need to go ahead and trade us Rondo.

Posted by High-sider at 4:14 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

In addition to my post @4:05pm, Jun. 15, 2013, regarding the trade scenario, I don't know what the Lakers would do with Pau
Gasol or if the Lakers would [in turn] "flip" DeAndre Jordan for another player or some other players - pure speculation on my
part.
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Posted by High-sider at 4:52 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

"didnt say what color he was. first criteria on this blog. parents color too? wife?

so friggen absurd." - Posted by -sting- at 3:43 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013

With my luck, Lionel Hollins probably has a white wife, too (smh). NBA, NFL and MLB "brothas" are quick to go in the phone
booth, put on their capes and play the role of "Captain Save-a-(white) H..." (nevermind + smh, once again) [e.g., Alvin Gentry,
Charles Barkley, Scottie Pippen, Terry Porter, Doc Rivers, Tim Duncan, Robert Griffin, III, Barry Bonds (former wife), Lovie
Smith, Dennis Rodman, etc., etc., etc.]. The list of "sellout brothas" goes "on and on 'til the break o' dawn." [smh, once again]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7vQSPBtwyc

Posted by harshalgibbs

This comment has been removed for violation of the visitor agreement.

Posted by harshalgibbs

This comment has been removed for violation of the visitor agreement.

Posted by harshalgibbs

This comment has been removed for violation of the visitor agreement.

Posted by High-sider at 5:12 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

REPOST

Posted by High-sider at 5:09 p.m. Jun. 15, 2013 Edit

And why do some of these "sellout brothas" marry white "outhouse pets" when they should be marrying white "penthouse
pets"? Dirk Nowitzki married a black (technically biracial) "penthouse pet." If a "brotha" is gonna "sell out," then he (the
"sellout brotha") should follow Ice-T's lead. "Go all out" ("sellout" that is) and get [yourself] [a] "Coco" and not [a] "Roseanne
Barr." 

P.S. Warren Moon, you let me down bruh. (smh)
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